Aptean EDI

Go Beyond
Your ERP
Fully Integrated. Fully Managed.
Complexity-free.

What is Aptean EDI?
Aptean’s Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) lets businesses seamlessly exchange documents and data in a secure,
standard electronic format between companies, customers or vendors. EDI replaces paper-based documents,
such as purchase orders, quote requests and invoices.
Through this automation, organizations save time and eliminate costly, manual processing errors. EDI does this by
moving information from one organization’s business system to another with the help of a data integration
solution that translates the information in a standard document format. Many trading partners even require EDI
transactions as a qualification to do business.

Benefits of EDI: Streamline Your Processes
› Strengthened Supplier Relationships - Improves cash flow and reduces order-to-cash cycles.
› Enhanced Visibility - Provides real-time insight into all transactions and corresponding documents.
› Increased Data Security - Tracking and storing data is easier for auditing purposes, ensuring that your
company meets shifting industry compliance standards.

›

Improved Order Accuracy - Direct connections to in-house business systems ensure rapid and
accurate order processing.
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Why Aptean EDI?
Aptean EDI is integrated directly with our ERP solutions to allow for more efficient order processing.
Automating routine processes translates to faster transactions, fewer errors and a more optimized
supply chain.
Aptean EDI is fully managed by our industry experts – so you can leave complexity and compliance
concerns to us while you focus on the core of your business.

›
›
›
›
›

Concrete ROI – Our fully managed services allow you to avoid the expense and stress of maintaining
your own EDI integration, saving your organization time, money and resources.
One Trusted Partner – No need to have a VAN account or additional translation software. Aptean EDI
has a built-in connector to your Aptean ERP to streamline transaction processing without the need for
a 3rd party connector.
Industry Experts – Our industry-specific EDI specialists have extensive insight into the intricacies of
your industry and its segments so they can better serve your business and its specific requirements.
Guaranteed Compliance – Aptean’s dedicated experts have a deep understanding of the strict
regulations and ever-changing processes your trading partners require, ensuring you won’t have to
worry about compliance.
Fast Turnaround – Because we know your trading partners, we can implement new trading maps and
changes accurately and seamlessly. Our dedicated support team quickly addresses any issues that
arise so you can continue focusing on your business.
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Key Differentiators
Transparent Pricing

Risk Mitigation and Compliance

Aptean EDI pricing is transparent, with no setup
or one-time fees. Our model allows you to
pay for what you need; don't worry about
overage or overpaying for what you didn’t use.

Mitigate the risk of penalties and chargeback
fees from large retailers by utilizing Aptean’s
dedicated support functionalities to consistently
monitor transactions and ensure trading partner
compliance.

Long Term Support

Proven Expertise

We know support means more than just
certifying proper set-up. Aptean is steadfast
in providing our customers with the longterm support they need to ensure the
longevity of your solution.

As a globally recognized industry leader with
over 20+ years of experience, we take pride in
truly knowing your business. Our network gives
you access to thousands of pre-configured
trading partner maps, including retailers,
distributors, and shipping and logistics
providers.
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Are You Ready to
Learn More?
Contact Us at info@aptean.com or visit
www.aptean.com.

About Aptean

Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of purpose-built, industry-specific software that helps manufacturers and
distributors effectively run and grow their businesses. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products,
services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes to be Ready for What’s Next, Now®. Aptean is headquartered in
Alpharetta, Georgia and has offices in North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific.
To learn more about Aptean and the markets we serve, visit www.aptean.com.
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